Reproductive isolation between chromosomal races of the house mouse Mus musculus domesticus in a parapatric contact area revealed by an analysis of multiple unlinked loci.
The house mouse, Mus musculus domesticus, exhibits a high level of chromosomal polymorphism because of the occurrence and fast fixation of Robertsonian fusions between telocentric chromosomes. For this reason, it has been considered a classical speciation model to analyse the role of the chromosomal changes in reproductive isolation. In this study, we analysed a parapatric contact area between two metacentric races in central Italy, the Cittaducale race (CD: 2n = 22) and the Ancarano race (ACR: 2n = 24), to estimate gene flow at the boundary. Hybrids between these two races show high levels of structural heterozygosity and are expected to be highly infertile. A sample of 88 mice from 14 sites was used. The mice were genotyped by means of eight microsatellite loci mapped in four different autosomal arms. The results show clear genetic differentiation between the CD and ACR races, as revealed by differences in allele frequencies, factorial correspondence analysis and indexes of genetic population (e.g. F(ST) and R(ST)) along the contact zone. The genetic differentiation between the races was further highlighted by assignation and clustering analyses, in which all the individuals were correctly assigned by their genotypes to the source chromosomal race. This result is particularly interesting in view of the absence of any geographical or ecological barrier in the parapatric contact zone, which occurs within a village. In these conditions, the observed genetic separation suggests an absence of gene flow between the races. The CD-ACR contact area is a rare example of a final stage of speciation between chromosomal races of rodents because of their chromosomal incompatibility.